PROGRAM REQUIREMENT
The Oasis Family Health Center needed a family medical facility with room for a large geriatric practice. Given the nature of the clients, it was critical to configure the interior space to minimize patient movement. The building itself was required to blend with the natural desert environment and neighboring facilities while minimizing cooling costs and maximizing natural light.

DESIGN SOLUTION
Satellite Shelters designed interior exam rooms and offices in a U shape to enhance flow and centralize medical support services. The low maintenance exterior was designed to withstand the harsh desert conditions. Close attention to the natural and built environment resulted in architectural details that include parapets, pillars, bell towers and a stucco finish.

BUILDING FEATURES
- 3,000 Square feet of exam rooms and offices
- Built on grade to meet ADA compliance standards
- Poured concrete floors
- Split heating and cooling system with ceiling ducted air handlers and pad mount air conditioners
- Tinted double-insulated energy efficient windows
- Exterior features Santa Fe tiles with an elastomeric coating

RENT, LEASE OR PURCHASE
We have rental, lease and purchase options available to meet your needs.

SATELLITE SHELTERS
For over 35 years, Satellite Shelters has been a national provider of temporary and permanent space solutions including mobile offices, modular buildings, ground level offices, containers and blast resistant modules.